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Dear retail futurists,

I’m thrilled you’re here and can’t wait to learn more about you. The following pages include a ton of insight 
on the world of pop-ups and how to leverage it in your business. 

Before I dive in, I want to clear the air on one topic... retail is not dead. In fact, the people saving it are just 
like you.

A few things that are dead:
• Signing your life away on a 5-10 year lease
• Restocking inventory
• The term “sales person”
• Making decisions without data
• Seasonal product turnover
• M-F 10-5 PM

Thanks to pioneers like Harry’s, Casper and Glossier, the next generation of retailers are finally here giving 
consumers the immersive retail experience they’ve been waiting for.

Whether it’s a pop-up shop or a coast to coast road show, you’re next, my friend. Let’s get to work. 

--
Gabriela Baiter
Founder | Whereabout Studio
www.whereabout.studio

An open letter

http://www.whereabout.studio
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The future of retail 
in 5 minutes.



Role of the store: Then
How is retail shifting?

1. AWARENESS

2. INTEREST 

3. DESIRE

4. BUY
O

PTIO
N

S

TV / Print / OOH

Once upon a time, the “tele” controlled the 
message and the loudest voice won. With less  
products to choose from, it was always easy 
to narrow down your choices, head to the 
store and make a purchase. 

Betcha can’t guess what changed? 



Role of the store: Now
How is retail shifting?

1. DISCOVER

2. EXPLORE

4. ENGAGE

 3. BUYNow

VISIT STORE
TAKE CLASSES

FOLLOW THE BRAND

DEMO PRODUCT AT STORE
RESEARCH

LOOK AT PRODUCT REVIEWS

E-COMMERCE 
OR IN STORE

1. DISCOVER

2. EXPLORE

3. BUY

OPTIONS

OPTI
ONS

TV / Print / OOH / Social
WOM / Search / ETC.

4. ENGAGE

The floodgates opened and now you could 
discover products anywhere in the world. 
Whether you’re browsing Instagram, watching 
Youtube or searching for memes, the internet 
gave you more choice. 

With more choice came more responsibility. 
While one product may have crossed your 
eye, you begin an epic search for perfection. 
With every Google review, influencer post and 
friendly recommendation you come across, 
your options only increase. 

In such a crowded marketplace, how will 
brands catch your attention? 



  Consumers today need opportunities 
for exploration and identity-building. 
A combination of content, education and 
experiential retail can close the 
confidence gap by aligning the 
shopping experience with customer 
lifestyle aspirations.

Role of the store
How is retail shifting?

SALES
PER 

SQUARE
 FOOT

EXPERIENCE
PER 

SQUARE
 FOOT



  “Six floors up from the Glossier 
pop-up is our showroom and 
main retail establishment, which, 
though it operates without the 
benefit of a street-level window, 
generates more sales revenue 
per square foot than the 
average Apple store.”

                – Emily Weiss, Founder

The future of retail
How is retail shifting?



  Consumers today need 
opportunities for exploration 
and identity-building. 
Experiential retail can close the 
confidence gap by creating a 
new kind of shopping experience 
that aligns with a customer’s 
lifestyle aspirations.

The future of retail
How is retail shifting?



COMMUNITY SPACES

Creating communities that bring 
people together around the halo of a 
brand and offer new occasions to 
visit outside of the shopping trip

UNSOLICITED EDUCATION

Using hands-on workshops and 
immersive learning activities in-store 
to build confidence around 
purchases, optimize the ownership 
experience and offer ongoing 
support

REVOLVING DISCOVERY 

Programming locations with a 
constant overhaul of products and 
experiences adds depth to the 
brand while reinvigorating customer 
interest again and again.

The future of retail
How to build a lifestyle marketplace



URGENCY

Stores with limited time frames bring 
a sense of urgency to the 
consumer, thus increasing foot 
traffic.

SURPRISE + DELIGHT

Going over and beyond 
expectations are key to building 
brand love. “Sticky” stores need a 
good balance of anticipation and 
unexpected return.

STORYTELLING

Retail is a dynamic and emotive 
channel for customers to experience 
the story behind a brand in person. 
By using product as content and 
leveraging all 5 senses, you can 
begin to build a lasting relationship 
with your customer.

The future of retail
Key ingredients of success 



Why Pop-ups?
Establishing goals up front 



Why Pop-ups? 
Rational

EDUCATION GAPS / SENSORY LIMITATIONS
Close educational gap associated with technical 
aspects or benefits of product

GAIN CREDIBILITY / EXPOSURE
Leverage like minded brand partners or influencers to 
gain exposure to a new audience and/or gain credibility

EXTEND THE BRAND STORY
Create an aspirational connection that inspires 
deeper conversation around the brand 

CUSTOMIZE THE EXPERIENCE
Create a bespoke environment that leverages 
customer preferences to increase product relevance

CREATE BUZZ AROUND LAUNCHES
Create awareness around a new product launch

EXPERIMENTATION / LEARNING
Test out new geographies / audiences / colors

 

CREATE A COMMUNITY OF LOYAL CUSTOMERS
Create calendar of events that appeals to a broad 
range of customers to increase trust and add 
relevancy prior to purchase

INCREASE SALES
Boost sales in a particular city or region

 



Education Gaps / Sensory Limitations
Why Pop-ups?

What it is: Pop-ups with a focus on educating customers on 
topics that are hard or impossible to digest online. This helps a 
customer better imagine the product integrating in their life 
while getting closer to purchase.

Who it’s for: Brands with complex offerings (egg freezing, pet 
adoption), innovative technology (Bluetooth, voice activated 
technology) or sensory limitations (colognes, mattresses) 

Execution ideas: 
● Live demonstrations
● Bespoke consultation with experts
● Interactive storytelling
● Trials / tastings that showcase multiple use cases

Case study: Kenzo Paris

To better relate to their audience, Kenzo showcased their 
socially-conscious mission by educating customers about 
overfishing in partnership with Blue Marine Foundation. Fish 
were removed from the tank throughout the day and refilled 
every time a customer purchased a product. By visualizing the 
crisis and engaging customers directly, people had a 
heightened sense of purpose to support the cause. 

Read on → 

http://www.globalblue.com/destinations/france/kenzo-opens-no-fish-no-nothing-digital-pop-up-store/#slide2


Gain Credibility / Exposure
Why Pop-ups?

What it is: Co-branding a pop-up experience can build 
credibility for many companies while gaining access to a new 
audience. Sometimes joining forces with a like-minded brand 
can communicate a stronger story than if the brand stood 
alone. 

Execution ideas: 
● Partnering with influencers or celebrities
● Partnering with nonprofits to for socially-responsible 

messages
● Becoming relevant during cultural moments
● Communicating a lifestyle or story with a diverse 

product mix

Tips: 
● Partner with brands that are complementary to your 

product but not competitive
● Ensure that the companies you partner with have similar 

audiences to ensure the greatest return

Case study: Nike x Footlocker Sneakeasy

To create hype around the holiday time, Footlocker and Nike 
hosted a co-branded “Sneakeasy” for their customers. The 
pop-up featured exclusive product from Nike, Jordan and 
Converse that could be pre-ordered before launch. Fans 
received an Instagram-worthy gold-foil shoe box sealed with a 
notary sticker to drive excitement. Footlocker gained access to 
Nike’s cult followers and Nike was able to split the cost with a 
powerful retail partner. Win - Win.

Read on → 

https://news.nike.com/news/nike-foot-locker-sneakeasy


Create Buzz around Launches
Why Pop-ups?

What it is: In a crowded world like today, brands need to do a 
whole lot to stick out, especially when it comes to launches. 
Pop-ups can be a powerful tool to cut through the noise and create 
an amazing first impression on press and customers.

Who it’s for: 
● Start-ups announcing their company’s launch
● Established retailers or e-commerce brands announcing a 

new product line

Execution ideas: 
● Reward existing customers if they bring a friend
● Leverage social as currency in exchange for product
● Engage celebrities for opening night
● Institute private shopping events for exclusivity 

Tips: 
● Target top markets to gain traction at launch
● Make social a central part of your strategy
● Consider inviting potential retailers who could stock your 

product 

Case study: Casper Dog Mattress 

To announce Casper’s new dog bed line, they created an 
unforgettable “pup-up” for dog owners and their four-legged 
friends. For their opening night they served up dog-friendly 
sundaes from Shake Shack and Browser Beer (Yes, it’s beer for 
your dog, ID required). In addition to testing out product, dogs 
could play in a ball pit and interact with a museum of treats.

Read on → 

http://blog.casper.com/the-casper-dog-house/


Experimentation / Learning
Why Pop-ups?

What it is: Pop-ups are a super affordable way to gain insight 
on your customer base. Think of it as a small scale test kitchen 
for experimentation and ideas.

Who it’s for: 
● Brands testing out a new market opportunity
● Brands collecting feedback on a new product line
● Brands getting in front of new audience / demographic
● Testing out a retail presence before creating a 

permanent brick and mortar 
● Brands testing out price points / messages before 

global launch
● Testing out a new offering or business model

Tips: 
● There are a ton of ways to better collect feedback than 

gut instinct. RFID tags, facial recognition, etc. Here are 
some recent innovations to get you started. 

● Consider interesting ways to collect customer 
information outside of sales. Every customer is a lead.

Case study: J. Hilburn: A fortnight in Soho

J.Hilburn is an online retailer who matches customers with 
personal stylists to tailor their suits. For their pop-up they tried 
out a new method by creating fully merchandised outfits that 
men could mix and match in the shop with the help of a 
personalized stylist. Rather than just relying on the brand for fit, 
men felt empowered to maximize their closet with more items. 
What resulted was a new business model that increased the 
average store sale from $350 to $850.* 

Read on → 

*The Pop-up Paradigm, Lionesque Group

https://www.pinterest.com/whereaboutstudio/retail-technology/
http://blog.thestorefront.com/j-hilburn-pop-shop-soho-powered-storefront/


Customize the Experience
Why Pop-ups?

What it is: Sometimes 1:1 bespoke experiences can help 
grow affinity with new and existing customers by tailoring 
things to their specific needs. 

Who it’s for: 
● Brands with heavy customization (tee-shirts, flavors)
● Fashion or interior styling brands

Execution ideas: 
● Leverage experts / consultants to help products find 

best product
● Allow customers to walk away with something 

one-of-a-kind and special (i.e engraving / embroidery)

Case study: BarkBox

Bark & Co, the ecommerce company behind pet subscription 
service, BarkBox, launched a pop-up shopping experience for 
dogs in Manhattan called BarkShop Live. The pups in the right 
place at the right time were fitted with RFID-enabled vests, 
which tracked the toys they played with most. Barkshop Live 
had its own custom mobile app, which owners could use to 
view and purchase their dogs' favorite toys.

Read on → 

*http://cramer.com/story/9-incredible-pop-ups-and-why-we-crave-ephemeral-experiences/

https://bark.co/
https://www.barkbox.com/
http://barkshoplive.com/
http://cramer.com/story/9-incredible-pop-ups-and-why-we-crave-ephemeral-experiences/


Extend the Brand
Why Pop-ups?

What it is: Pop-ups allow a customer to literally walk into the 
life of a brand, creating a stronger visceral interaction than 
what they would experience online. Different from 
e-commerce, physical retail can help tell a story around the 
product that builds an aspirational connection with customers 
and inspires conversation around the brand. 

Who it’s for: 
● E-commerce brands
● Lifestyle brands who stand for something bigger

Execution ideas: 
● Leverage experts / consultants to help products find 

best product
● Allow customers to walk away with something 

one-of-a-kind and special (i.e engraving / embroidery)

Case study: Away - Chez Away Pop-up hotel

For Paris Fashion Week, Away, a direct-to-consumer luggage 
company wanted to stay top of mind in the travel experience 
industry. Rather than just selling their luggages, they extended 
their brand into the lifestyle space by launching a pop-up hotel 
that provides exclusive experiences like wellness workshops 
and guided beauty routines to traveling guests. 

Read on → 

*The Pop-up Paradigm, Lionesque Group

https://www.awaytravel.com/chezaway


Grow a community of new and existing customers
Why Pop-ups?

What it is: The days are long over where “following a brand” 
feels like a true community. In store programming and events 
are helping brands build this back up with meaningful 
interactions that bring customers together in real life. 

Who it’s for: 
● Brands / app with a community driven feel
● Subscription services where retention is key

Execution ideas: 
● Encourage elements of relaxation and hanging out
● Create a host of events with rotating speakers 
● Launch a laboratory / experimentation space to interact 

with customers and connect them closer to your 
innovations

Case study: Bumble Hive LA

Bumble opened up a pop-up coworking space to help its 
members connect in real life while feeling part of a larger 
community. Not only is the co-working part “Free”, but the 
pop-up will also host an array of programming and products for 
leading female thinkers and entrepreneurs. 

Read on → 

*The Pop-up Paradigm, Lionesque Group

http://thebeehive.bumble.com/bumbleblog/bumble-hive-la


Increase Sales / Online traffic
Why Pop-ups?

What it is: While sales should be top of mind for any pop-up 
experience, it’s important to not sacrifice the experiential 
components that are proven to convert customers. Rather 
than exclusively measuring sales in the store, consider 
measuring online traffic / sales during the course of the 
pop-up. With many consumers using pop-ups to “discover” 
new products, retail is a powerful step to narrow down their 
options during the exploration phase. 

Tips: 
● Ensure there is a strong mix of experiential and sales 

driven tactics within your pop-up
● Consider training brand ambassadors to have a soft-sell 

storytelling approach to not intimidate customers. Sales 
reps should treat customers like long lasting friends, not 
transactions.

Case study: In Real Life at Water tower Place

With the changing face of retail, TLG partnered with GGP to 
launch a revolving store concept that helps introduce 
e-commerce brands to consumers in an offline, physical 
setting. With the high price point of the products, IRL gave 
customers the options to text them a link to the product to 
purchase later or buy online at the store.

Read on → 

http://lionesquegroup.com/portfolio/in-real-life/


Determining the pop-up for YOU. 
Pop-ups come in all shapes and sizes



PLACEMENT IN BOUTIQUES
Leverage experiential boutiques to tell the 
story of your product alongside other 
powerful brands. 

Options include Story, Bulletin, B8ta

CONCEPT SERIES
Produce a series of experiential events 
within existing locations. 

Options include roadshows, workshop series 
and destination-based retreats

SHOP TAKEOVER
Avoid build out by taking over an existing 
brick and mortar storefront with a strong 
brand experience.

 

•

Pop-ups come in all shapes and sizes.
Time investment & Cost 

EVENT POP-UP
Get in front of your target audience by 
popping up at an event, conference or 
exhibition.

FREE-STANDING POP-UP VENDOR
Rent and customize freestanding 
structures within existing neighborhoods. 

Options include Reveal and Boxman 
Studios

SHOP SHARES
Split the cost with a powerful brand that is 
in a different category but shares 
audiences.

TEMPORARY STOREFRONT
Own a storefront for a limited time to 
increase hype and build a community with 
your core customers.

MOBILE POP-UP VENDOR
Expand your reach with a flexible mobile 
pop-up that adapts to its surroundings.

LOW MEDIUM HIGH



Temporary Storefront
HIGH

Own a vacant storefront for a limited time to increase hype and 
build a community with your core customers.

PROJECTED COST TIME INVESTMENT

$25K - $100K 3 - 6 months

Tip:  While Whereabout has relationships with 
realtors around the world, Storefront, Peerspace 
and GoPopUp are making pop-ups that much 
more accessible.

https://www.thestorefront.com/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIv9y82bKp2QIVB4N-Ch2RlQhdEAAYASAAEgKLlfD_BwE
https://www.peerspace.com/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=CompetitionLA-CompetitionPeerspaceBrandedLA&gclid=EAIaIQobChMI3a3I4LKp2QIVR1x-Ch2_-wD1EAAYASAAEgJdlvD_BwE
https://www.gopopup.com/en/


Mobile Pop-up Vendor
HIGH

Expand your reach with a flexible mobile pop-up that adapts to 
its surroundings. Whether it’s a vintage airstream or a fully 
fabricated semi-truck, mobile pop-ups offer a lot of benefits for 
brands. 

Benefits include:
● Ever changing location = Increased awareness (multiple 

cities)
● Ability to pop-up at events 
● Mobile Billboard that is Instagrammable in nature
● If you decide to own the mobile unit, unit becomes an 

asset you can continue to use or sell later. 

PROJECTED COST TIME INVESTMENT

$25K - $100K 3-6 months



Free-standing Pop-up Vendor
MEDIUM

Rent and customize freestanding structures within existing 
neighborhoods. 

PROJECTED COST TIME INVESTMENT

$10K - $25K 1.5 - 2 months

Tip:  By Reveal + Boxman Studios aim to simplify 
the pop-up process by allowing brands to rent out 
existing pop-up structures with the retail 
technology and sometimes even the staff. 

Keep in mind that insurance / permits are needed 
when popping up in public locations.

https://www.byreveal.com/
http://boxmanstudios.com/solutions/on-demand-retail/


Event Pop-up
MEDIUM

Get in front of your target audience by popping up at an event, 
conference or exhibition.

PROJECTED COST TIME INVESTMENT

$5K - $50K 2 - 3 months

Examples: This year Netflix popped up at CES 
with a faux start up concept that promised 
immortality by Feb 1, 2018. Little did they know 
that it was the date for their upcoming series 
Psych. See more here →  Netflix at CES 2018. 

https://www.engadget.com/2018/01/10/netflix-fake-ces-2018-altered-carbon/


Shop Shares
MEDIUM

Split the cost with a powerful brand that is in a different 
category but shares audiences.

PROJECTED COST TIME INVESTMENT

$25K - $50K 3 - 6 months

Tip:  To explore brands who want to pop-up, see        
existing Shop Shares here. 

http://wearepopup.com/search/spaces/?tenancy=shared


Shop Takeover
LOW

Avoid a fabricated build out by taking over an existing brick 
and mortar storefront with a strong brand experience.

*Note that this execution requires lower time investment. Cost can change 
dramatically based on complexity of branding. 

PROJECTED COST TIME INVESTMENT

$10K - $80K 2 months



Placement in Specialty Boutiques
LOW

Leverage experiential boutiques to tell the story of your product 
alongside other powerful brands. 

PROJECTED COST TIME INVESTMENT

$5K - $75K 1 - 2 months

Explore: Check out Story*, Bulletin, B8ta and 
Target Open House

*Note that costs fluctuate if you purchase sponsorship 
package ($75K and up) vs. product placement ($5K and up)

http://thisisstory.com/our-story/
https://bulletin.co/
https://b8ta.com/
https://targetopenhouse.com/


Concept Series
LOW

Produce a series of experiential events within existing 
locations. 

Options include roadshows, workshop series and 
destination-based retreats. 

PROJECTED COST TIME INVESTMENT

$3K - $15K 1 month



Workbook  

https://emojipedia.org/notebook/


Goals Priority 

EDUCATION GAPS / SENSORY 
LIMITATIONS

GAIN CREDIBILITY VIA 
PARTNERSHIPS

CREATE BUZZ AROUND 
LAUNCHES

EXPERIMENTATION / LEARNING

CUSTOMIZE THE EXPERIENCE

EXTEND THE BRAND

ACQUIRE NEW CUSTOMERS

INCREASE SALES

What are your goals?
Retail Strategy Framework | Goals

WORKSHEET

Directions

Now huddle up and determine what the 
priority and secondary goals are for your 
pop-up experience. 



Primary Goal: Enter goal from slide 21
Secondary Goal: Enter goal from slide 21

Tactics Choose one

CONCEPT SERIES

SHOP TAKEOVER

EVENT POP-UP

FREE-STANDING POP-UP VENDOR

SHOP SHARES

TEMPORARY STOREFRONT

MOBILE POP-UP VENDOR

PLACEMENT IN BOUTIQUES

WORKSHEET

How will you achieve that? 
Retail Strategy Framework | Tactics

Directions

Based on the insight above, identify what 
tactic will best support your goals. Consider 
budget and production timeline carefully.



A little bit about us 

https://emojipedia.org/waving-hand-sign/


Whereabout is an experiential 
studio that helps brands navigate 
the future of retail through 
pop-ups and offline experiences.

Who we are



Today’s consumer is craving something different. 

With the experience economy on the rise, retail must be do 
more than move product. We exist to transform passive 
showrooms into meaningful brand outposts filled with 
experiences that turn customers into brand evangelists.

Our expertise is poised for the future of retail. Sitting at the 
intersection of brand marketing and experiential retail, our 
spaces are more than design: every detail aims to push the 
creative boundaries within this rapidly changing landscape. 

Different from other studios, we curate our teams around you. 
Whether you're renovating an airstream or creating a pop-up 
arcade, we engage a unique set of experts for each project. 

Our approach

Brand Marketing Experiential RetailWhereabout 
Studio



Experiences not for the faint of heart.
Our services

POP-UPS

As pop-up strategists and designers, we 
will concept and execute a temporary 

experiential retail activation that 
differentiates your brand and engages 

your customers in a physical 
environment. Services include strategy, 

site selection, environmental design, 
fabrication and space programming. 

CONCEPT SERIES

Have a space that needs a refresh? 
Want to build a community but unsure 

of where to start? We'll deliver an 
experiential strategy and programming 
calendar that amplifies your reach and 

build loyalty through a series of 
branded workshops and paid events. 

WORKSHOPS

This workshop is an immersive session 
for teams looking to re-energize their 

current retail strategy in a group 
setting. You will walk away with an 
experiential framework to activate a 

pop up or concept series of your own. 



Gabriela Baiter

Whereabout Studio | Founder
+1 631 827 7676
gabriela@whereabout.studio


